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ARTISTS CONCEPT - E&OE

ALL MATERIALS, SPECIFICATIONS, FLOOR PLANS AND ELEVATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

AMOUNT AND LOCATION OF STEPS TO FRONT DOOR AND ANY SUNKEN AREA(S) WITHIN THE HOUSE, AS WELL AS GARAGE ACCESS FROM HOUSE VIA A MAN DOOR ARE GRADE PERMITTING ON A LOT TO LOT BASIS AND MAY NOT BE AS SHOWN. THE ADDITION OF A RAILING ON THE FRONT PORCH MAY BE REQUIRED DUE TO GRADING.

BASEMENT AREA(S) MAY INCLUDE STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, STRUCTURAL POSTS, BEAMS, NIB WALLS, AND LOW HEADROOM AREAS. UTILITY AREA(S) ARE APPROXIMATE AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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NOTE: WINDOW LOCATION DIFFERS FROM MARKETING PLAN

NOTE: ROUGH-IN LOCATION DIFFERS FROM MARKETING PLAN
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